
Anthem Shmoop Study Guide: A
Comprehensive Analysis
Ayn Rand's 1938 novella, Anthem, presents a chilling vision of a dystopian
society where individuality is suppressed and collectivism reigns supreme.
Through the eyes of Equality 7-2521, we witness the devastating
consequences of a world that prioritizes the group over the individual.
Shmoop's comprehensive study guide serves as an invaluable resource for
exploring the novel's profound themes, complex characters, and intricate
literary devices.
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Key Themes

Individualism vs. Collectivism:Anthem starkly contrasts the
liberating power of individualism with the stifling effects of collectivism.
Equality 7-2521's courageous rebellion against the oppressive Council
of Vocations embodies the triumph of the individual spirit over societal
conformity.
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Objectivism and Rationality: The novel espouses Ayn Rand's
philosophical principles of Objectivism, emphasizing the primacy of
reason and individual self-interest. Equality 7-2521's unwavering belief
in the power of his own mind and the pursuit of his own happiness
challenges the collectivist dogma that suppresses intellectual curiosity
and self-expression.

The Power of Love and Sacrifice: Despite the dystopian setting,
Anthem also explores the transformative power of love and sacrifice.
Equality 7-2521 and Liberty 5-3000's forbidden love transcends the
confines of societal norms, demonstrating the enduring human
capacity for connection and altruism.

Major Characters

Equality 7-2521: The novel's protagonist, Equality 7-2521, is a brilliant
inventor who possesses an indomitable spirit. His independent nature
and insatiable curiosity ignite a rebellion against the oppressive
society, leading to a transformative journey of self-discovery and
liberation.

Liberty 5-3000: A young woman whose beauty and strength of
character captivate Equality 7-2521. Their forbidden love challenges
the societal taboo against individuality and becomes a symbol of hope
and resistance in the face of oppression.

The Council of Vocations: The ruling council that enforces strict
conformity and suppresses individuality within the society. Their power
and influence represent the collective mindset that stifles creativity,
innovation, and personal growth.



The Transgressor of the Council: A mysterious figure who defies the
Council's authority and provides Equality 7-2521 with forbidden
knowledge and inspiration. His presence represents the power of
dissent and the indomitable spirit of independent thought.

Literary Devices

Symbolism: The novel employs powerful symbols to convey its
themes and characters. The Golden One represents the oppressive
power of the state, while the Uncharted Forest symbolizes the
unknown and the potential for freedom and individuality.

Foreshadowing: Rand uses foreshadowing to create suspense and
hint at future events. The dream sequences experienced by Equality 7-
2521 provide glimpses into his subconscious and foreshadow the
rebellion and liberation he will eventually achieve.

Irony: The novel uses irony to highlight the absurdity and
contradictions within the dystopian society. The citizens' adherence to
the "Great We" emphasizes the suppression of individuality, while the
use of numbers for names underscores the society's
depersonalization.

Pathos: Rand evokes strong emotions through the use of pathos,
particularly in the scenes depicting Equality 7-2521's struggle against
oppression. The reader is drawn into his emotional journey and
experiences his pain, triumphs, and ultimate liberation.

Essay Topics

Analyze the role of individualism in Anthem and discuss its implications
for society.



Discuss the philosophical principles of Objectivism as presented in the
novel and evaluate their relevance to contemporary society.

Examine the use of symbolism in Anthem and discuss how it
enhances the novel's themes and characters.

Compare and contrast the dystopian society depicted in Anthem with
other dystopian visions in literature.

Discuss the significance of love and sacrifice in the novel and explore
how they contribute to the characters' development and the overall
message of the story.

Shmoop's Anthem study guide provides a comprehensive blueprint for
delving into the intricacies of Ayn Rand's dystopian masterpiece. By
exploring the novel's key themes, complex characters, and intricate literary
devices, students and readers alike can gain a profound understanding of
the novel's timeless message about the indomitable power of individualism
and the enduring human spirit.
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